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Example: A car of mass m is moving with speed v.  The driver applies the brakes and the car 
skids to a stop.  What was the magnitude of the work done by the friction force on the tires? 

 
At first glance, it seems that we don't have enough info to answer the question.  We don't know 
the coefficient of kinetic friction PK and we don't know how far ('x) the car skidded.  So how 
are we to compute the work done by friction |Wfric | =  Ffric��_'x| =  PK�1��_'x| ?    
 
Easy with the Work-KE Theorem: Here Fnet  = Ffric  so  |Wfric | =  |Wnet | = |'KE| = (1/2) m v2

.   
 
Another question: If the initial speed v of the car is doubled, how much further does the car 
skid?   
 
Answer:  Begin with  |Wfric | = |Wnet | =  |'KE| = (1/2) m v2   
 
The work done is |Wfric| = Ffric��'x =  PK�1��'x = PK mg �'x.        So  we  have  …   

(1/2) m v2 = PK mg �'x  ,  
2

K

vx
2 g

'  
P .  Since 'x v v2 , if the v is doubled, the car skids 4 

times as far. 
 
General definition of work. 
Our earlier definition of work done by a force, FW F r{ � '

K K
, only applies if the force is 

constant and the path is a straight line.  What if the path is curvy and/or the force is not constant?  
Suppose the path is the curved line below and the force varies as the object moves 

 
To compute the work done, we break the path up into a large number of very small, straight-line 
segments, and label the segments with an index i.  If the segment 'ri is very small, it is 
essentially straight and the force Fi is constant over that segment, so the work done over the ith 
segment is i i iW F r'  � '

K K .  The total work done over the whole path is i i
i

W F r � '¦
K K

.  

Taking the limit as the segment lengths become infinitesimal, the sum becomes an integral and 
the work done is  
 

FW F dr �³
K K
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What	is	the	work	done	by	friction	in	stopping	the	car???	



¡  One	Way:	

¡  Another	Way	(much	better	if	Δx	is	unknown!):		
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A mass slides down a frictionless ramp of height h and 
hits a carpet with kinetic friction coefficient µK = 0.5 
Its initial speed is zero.  
How far does the mass slide along the carpet?  

 h
 

A:  h   B:  Less than h   C:  More than h 
D. Not enough information to decide. 
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¡  Say	you	want	to	find	the	maximum	height	a	
projectile	reaches	

¡  Old	way:	Solve	vy	=	vyo	–	gt	=	0	and	plug	into	y	
=	yo	+vyot	–	1/2	gt2	to	find	highest	point	

¡  New	way:		
§  Solve	1/2	mvyo2		+	mgyo=	mgy	



¡  Imagine	a	gun	that	fires	projectiles	with	a	
constant	kinetic	energy.		If	you	fire	a	dart	with	
mass	m,	and	then	a	dart	with	mass	2*m,	how	
do	their	maximum	heights	compare?	

A.  Second	dart	goes	twice	as	high	
B.  Second	dart	goes	to	the	same	height	
C.  Second	dart	goes	half	as	high	
D.  Second	dart	hits	me	in	the	nose	
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¡  Say	you	want	to	find	the	total	velocity	at	a	
given	height…	

¡  Old	way:	Solve	equations	for	vertical	
displacement	and	velocity	to	find	vertical	
velocity,	then	use	Pythagorean	theorem	to	
find	total	velocity	

¡  New	way:		
§  Solve	1/2	mv2		+	mgy	=	1/2	mv02	+	mgyo	





¡  Can’t	use	conservation	of	energy	to	solve	
every	aspect	of	projectile	motion	

¡  Conservation	of	energy	tells	you	nothing	(at	
least	not	directly)	about	the	exact	path	the	
object	follows	

¡  Conservation	of	energy	tells	you	nothing	
about	how	long	it	takes	



As	long	as	v	=	constant,	
no	work	is	done	in	
circular	motion	
	
If	v	varies	(non-uniform	
circular	motion),	then		
work	is	done	



¡  A.	Yes	
¡  B.	No	



¡  A.	Yes	
¡  B.	No	


